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The Secret Fire
By Martin Langfield

Penguin Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, The Secret Fire, Martin Langfield, At Sotheby's, London, in
the year 1936, a paper by Sir Isaac Newton is sold at auction to
a bookseller's agent and within minutes of leaving the auction
house, he is killed and the paper stolen. For the Nazis are
desperate to get their hands on a Newton formula that will
unleash the Secret Fire - a weapon beyond all imagining that
can wipe their enemies off the face of the earth. And this
document is the key .unless the French Resistance and SOE
operatives also on its trail can stop them. In New York, in the
year 2007, Katherine Reckliss learns her grandmother's SOE
radio has started picking up disturbing messages from
occupied France, warning that a V1 containing the Secret Fire
is being launched by the Nazis and its target is present-day
London. So begins the desperate race to halt the Secret Fire both in 1940s Nazi-occupied France and modern-day London.
The clock is ticking as history starts to re-write the future in a
new and terrifying script.
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R eviews
Most of these publication is the perfect ebook accessible. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have got read
through. You wont truly feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the
event you request me).
-- Pr of. Edg a r K shler in
It is easy in study safer to comprehend. It can be writter in basic phrases and never confusing. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Emmitt Ha r ber
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